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ON TOPOLOGICAL MODELS OF ZERO ENTROPY LOOSELY BERNOULLI
SYSTEMS
FELIPE GARCÍA-RAMOS AND DOMINIK KWIETNIAK
ABSTRACT. We provide a purely topological characterisation of uniquely ergodic
topological dynamical systems (TDSs) whose unique invariant measure is zero
entropy loosely Bernoulli (following Ratner, we call such measures loosely Kro-
necker). At the heart of our proofs lies Feldman-Katok continuity (FK-continuity for
short), that is, continuity with respect to the change of metric to the Feldman-Katok
pseudometric. Feldman-Katok pseudometric is a topological analog of f-bar (edit)
metric for symbolic systems. We also study an opposite of FK-continuity, coined
FK-sensitivity. We obtain a version of Auslander-Yorke dichotomies: minimal TDSs
are either FK-continuous or FK-sensitive, and transitive TDSs are either almost FK-
continuous or FK-sensitive.
1. INTRODUCTION
The fundamental problem in dynamics is to classify dynamical systems up to
conjugacy. By dynamical system we mean a space X with some structure and
a map T : X → X that preserves the structure. Given two dynamical systems,
T : X → X and S : Y → Y , a conjugacy is given by invertible structure-preserving
map ϕ : X → Y that intertwines with the dynamics, that is, satisfies S ◦ ϕ = ϕ ◦ T .
We are interested in two classes of dynamical systems: measure-preserving sys-
tems studied in ergodic theory, and topological dynamical systems, being the subject
of topological dynamics. A measure-preserving system (MPS for short) is a quadruple
(X,ΣX , µ, T ), where ΣX is a σ-algebra and µ is a probability measure preserved
by T such that the probability space (X,ΣX , µ) is a Lebesgue space. A topological
dynamical system (TDS for short) is a pair (X,T ), where X is a compact metris-
able space, and T is continuous. The conjugacy in ergodic theory and topological
dynamics is known as isomorphism and (topological) conjugacy, respectively.
There are many connections and parallels between MPSs and TDSs (for a sur-
vey of these relations see [GW06, HSY]). In particular, a theorem due to Krylov
and Bogoliubov says that for every TDS (X,T ), we can find a Borel T -invariant
probability measure µ on X , and obtain a MPS (X, B¯X , µ, T ) where BX is the Borel
σ-algebra on X , and B¯X is its completion with respect to µ. Conversely, the Jewett-
Krieger theorem says that for every ergodic MPS (X,ΣX , µ, T ), we can find a TDS
(Y, S) such that S has a unique invariant Borel probability measure ν and the MPSs
(X,ΣX , µ, T ) and (Y, B¯Y , ν, S) are isomorphic. In this situation, we say (Y, S) is
a topological model for (X,ΣX , µ, T ). We summarise our discussion by saying that
every ergodic MPS has a topological model. Every topological model restricted to
the support of its unique invariant measure is minimal, hence topologically transi-
tive, furthermore, if the modelled MPS is mixing, then every TDS model must be
topologically mixing; nonetheless, there exist uniquely ergodic topologically mix-
ing TDSs where the invariant measure is not mixing. Are there any correspon-
dences between isomorphism-invariant properties of ergodic MPSs and topological
conjugacy-invariant properties of their topological models? Is it possible to give an
intrinsic characterisation of topological models for certain classes of MPSs? That
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is, we are asking if we can describe all topological models of an isomorphism-
invariant class of MPSs using a topological conjugacy-invariant property. Our main
result characterises all topological models of loosely Bernoulli systems with zero
entropy. To our best knowledge, it is the first result of this kind. We will discuss
similar works in Section 1.1.
Before we present the results of this paper in more detail, let us first provide
some background. In 1932, von Neumann [vN32] proved that two ergodic measure-
preserving systems with discrete spectrum (we call these systems Kronecker) are
isomorphic if and only if their induced (Koopman) operators are spectrally iso-
morphic. Later on, Halmos and von Neumann [HvN42] proved that every Kro-
necker MPS admits a minimal equicontinuous topological model (X,T ) (i.e. {T n :
n ≥ 0} is an equicontinuous family of maps from X to X). The other remark-
able achievement on the isomorphism problem is Ornstein’s theory, whose con-
clusion says that any two Bernoulli processes of equal entropy are isomorphic
[Orn70a, Orn70c, Orn70b] At the heart of Ornstein’s theory lies the definition of
a finitely determined process, based on the normalised Hamming distance, d¯n, be-
tween finite sequences x0x1 . . . xn−1 and y0y1 . . . yn−1, where
d¯n(x0x1 . . . xn−1, y0y1 . . . yn−1) =
1
n
|{0 ≤ j < n : xj 6= yj}| .
With the above two exceptions, the isomorphism problem seems to be hopeless
[FW04, FRW11].
A notion of isomorphism is Kakutani equivalence defined in [Kak43]. There
is a theory, similar to Ornstein’s, classifying MPSs Kakutani equivalent to either,
Bernoulli or Kronecker systems (the theory is mostly due to Ornstein, Rudolph
and Weiss [ORW82], but Katok [Kat77] had independently obtained the same re-
sults for Kronecker systems). Surprisingly, in this theory Kronecker and Bernoulli
MPSs belong to the same family of loosely Bernoulli systems introduced by Feldman
[Fel76]. Feldman followed Ornstein’s approach, but replaced d¯n in the definition
of finitely determined process by the edit distance f¯n. In this way, Feldman defined
finitely fixed process, equivalently loosely Bernoulli systems. Every Bernoulli process
is loosely Bernoulli, but quite surprisingly there are also loosely Bernoulli processes
of zero entropy. The f¯n distance between x0x1 . . . xn−1 and y0y1 . . . yn−1 is equal to
1 minus the fraction of letters one has to delete from each word to obtain identical
(possibly empty) words; that is,
f¯n(x0x1 . . . xn−1, y0y1 . . . yn−1) = 1− k/n,
where k is the largest integer such that for some 0 ≤ i(1) < i(2) < . . . < i(k) < n
and 0 ≤ j(1) < j(2) < . . . < j(k) < n it holds xi(s) = yj(s) for s = 1, . . . , k.
By Abramov’s formula, Kakutani equivalence preserves Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy
only up to a multiplication by a positive constant. Therefore, there are at least three
Kakutani equivalence classes of loosely Bernoulli processes as processes with zero,
positive but finite, and infinite entropy must belong to different classes. It turns out
that there are exactly three classes [ORW82] and a MPS is Kakutani equivalent to a
Kronecker system if and only if it is loosely Bernoulli system and has zero entropy
([ORW82] and [Kat77])). Following a suggestion of Ratner (reported in [FN79]),
we refer to zero entropy loosely Bernoulli systems as loosely Kronecker (note that
Katok [Kat77]) called these systems standard).
Recently, the first author characterised ergodic measures of TDS that are iso-
morphic to Kronecker MPSs using a weak form of equicontinuity called µ-mean
equicontinuity [GR17b] (also see [HLT+]). The latter property is a weakening
of mean equicontinuity introduced by Fomin [Fom51]. It has been studied in
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[Aus59, Oxt52, LTY15, GR17b, GRLZ19, DG16, HLT+, GRJY19] (also, see the sur-
vey [LYY]). Mean equicontinuous systems are defined using the Besicovitch pseu-
dometric (see Section 2.1), a topological version of the d¯ pseudometric which ap-
pears naturally in dynamics (see papers cited above and [Dow14, KLO17]). Mean
equicontinuous TDSs are a proper sub-class of topological models for Kronecker
systems which can be characterised naturally [LTY15, DG16].
Since Besicovitch pseudometric, related to d¯, proved to be a useful tool for char-
acterising Kronecker systems, it is natural to expect that in order to study loosely
Kronecker systems one should find a pseudometric which is a topological version of
the edit distance, f¯ . The relation of a new pseudometric to f¯ should resemble how
the Besicovitch distance is a continuous analogue of the d¯-distance. Such a pseudo-
metric was introduced by Ła˛cka and the second author in [KŁ17] who coined it the
Feldman-Katok pseudometric. Here we denote it by ρFK and use it to characterise
loosely Kronecker MPSs and their topological models.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorems 4.5 and 5.7 combined). Let (X,T ) be a TDS and µ be an
ergodic T -invariant Borel probability measure. Let BX be the Borel σ-algebra on X
and let B¯X stand for the completion of BX with respect to µ.
(1) The MPS (X, B¯X , µ, T ) is loosely Kronecker (zero entropy loosely Bernoulli)
if and only if there exists a Borel set M ⊂ X with µ(M) = 1 such that
ρFK(x, y) = 0 for every x, y ∈M .
(2) (X,T ) is a (uniquely ergodic) topological model of a loosely Kronecker MPS
if and only if ρFK(x, y) = 0 for every x, y ∈ X .
We call systems satisfying the second part of Theorem 1.1 topologically loosely
Kronecker.
The first part of Theorem 1.1 is an analogue of Corollary 39 from [GR17b] (see
also Theorem 4.8) for Kakutani equivalence, but our proof uses different tech-
niques. The second part of Theorem 1.1 (see also Theorem 5.7 and Corollary 5.8)
is much more surprising. It does not have any direct analogue for the Besicov-
itch pseudometric as no purely topological characterisation of models of Kronecker
MPSs is known. The notion of µ-mean equicontinuity, used to characterise Kro-
necker MPSs in [GR17b], is a topological/measure-theoretic hybrid (for more in-
formation see the discussion after Corollary 5.8).
In the literature, there are several examples of uniquely ergodic TDSs with the
unique invariant measure being loosely Kronecker systems (see Section 6.1). Our
results indicate that these systems must be topologically loosely Kronecker, thus
providing new information on their dynamics. Furthermore, the notion of Feldman-
Katok continuity leads us to an opposite notion of Feldman-Katok sensitivity, and
we obtain a new classification of minimal (and transitive) TDSs. Recall first that
the opposite (but not mutually exclusive in general) of equicontinuity is sensitivity
to initial conditions (or simply sensitivity). A TDS (X,T ) is sensitive if there exists
ε > 0 such that for every nonempty open set U ⊂ X , there exist n > 0 and x, y ∈ U
such that d(T nx, T ny) > ε. Auslander and Yorke [AY80] showed that for minimal
TDSs these notions do complement one other, that is, a minimal TDS is equicontinu-
ous if and only if it is not sensitive. A somewhat relaxed version of Auslander-Yorke
dichotomy holds for transitive systems [AAB96]. Similarly, using the Besicovitch
pseudometric one can define mean equicontinuity and mean sensitivity and show
that these notions are also mutually exclusive for minimal systems and almost mu-
tually exclusive for transitive TDSs. We replace Besicovitch pseudometric with the
Feldman-Katok pseudometric in the definitions of mean equicontinuity/sensitivity
and we introduce Feldman-Katok continuity and a new notion of chaotic sensitiv-
ity, coined FK-sensitivity. We also prove new Auslander-Yorke type dichotomies for
minimal and transitive systems (Theorem 3.10). As a consequence, we obtain new
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information on the dynamics of minimal TDSs with positive topological entropy:
we prove they are always FK-sensitive (Corollary 6.7). To our best knowledge, FK-
sensitivity is the strongest form of sensitivity appearing in all minimal TDSs with
positive entropy. It might be slightly surprising for the reader accustomed to Besi-
covitch pseudometric, that a transitive TDS is Feldman-Katok continuous if and
only if it is topologically loosely Kronecker (that is, ρFK(x, y) = 0 for all x, y ∈ X ,
as in the second part of Theorem 1.1).
1.1. Related results. In general, there is no apparent connection between prop-
erties of measure-preserving systems and their topological models. It is known
that every ergodic (in particular non-mixing) MPS has a topological model which
is topologically mixing [Leh87]. In particular, this implies that any ergodic nilsys-
tem/distal/rigid MPS admits a topological model that is not a topological nilsys-
tem/distal/rigid. By the variational principle for topological entropy, the measure-
theoretic entropy of a MPS equals the topological entropy of any of its topological
models. However, this correspondence fails even for related notions like completely
positive entropy [GW94], sequence entropy, and other notions of low complexity
[KL07, FK20, FGJO18].
Also, it is known that every Kronecker MPS is measurable distal, and every mea-
surable distal MPS is loosely Kronecker, but each property has a distinct relation to
the topological dynamics of their models. There are many properties that can be
called “topological Kronecker” for minimal TDSs: equicontinuity, nullness, tame-
ness, regularity, and mean equicontinuity. It turns out that there exist topological
models for Kronecker MPSs properly in each of these classes (equicontinuous; null,
but not equicontinuous; tame, but not null; etc., see [HvN42, KL07, FK20, FGJO18,
GRJY19]) and there are even models lying outside these classes [Leh87, GRLZ19].
When it comes to measurably distal MPSs there is only one topological analog:
topological distality. Lindenstrauss [Lin99] proved that there exist ergodic distal
MPSs that admit no topological distal model; nonetheless, he showed that every
ergodic distal MPS admits a topological distal realisation (a distal, not necessarily
uniquely ergodic TDS with an invariant measure isomorphic to an original MPS).
The motivation for that work came from Beleznay and Foreman’s questions regard-
ing descriptive set-theoretical properties of distal systems (see [BF95]). This line of
research has many important applications, but discussing them here would drift as
away from our main topic, therefore we refer the reader to [GL19] and references
therein.
1.2. Organisation of the paper. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 contains basic preliminaries and the definition of the Feldman-Katok pseu-
dometric. Section 3 contains the definition of topological and measure-theoretic
Feldman-Katok continuity and sensitivity, and their basic properties. Sections 4 and
5 contain the main proofs of the main results of the paper. In Section 6 we give
examples and applications of our results. In the appendix we present some proofs
for completeness.
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
In this section, after setting up some notation and terminology, we recall the
definition of Feldman-Katok pseudometric.
2.1. Topological dynamics. Let X be a metric space. The closed ball of radius
ε > 0 around x ∈ X will be denoted by Bε(x). Let µ be a Borel measure on X .
The collection of Borel subsets of X (respectively, Borel subsets of X with positive
measure) will be denoted by BX (respectively, by B
+
X).
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We say a pair, (X,T ), is a topological dynamical system (TDS) if X is a com-
pact metrisable space (with a compatible metric d) and T : X → X is a continuous
map. We denote the (forward) orbit of x by orb(x) := {T n(x) : n ≥ 0}. A TDS
(X,T ) is:
• minimal if for every x ∈ X , the set orb(x) is dense in X ,
• transitive if for every pair of nonempty open sets U, V ⊂ X , there exists
n > 0 such that T−nU ∩ V 6= ∅,
• uniquely ergodic if there is only one T -invariant Borel probability mea-
sure, and
• strictly ergodic if it is minimal and uniquely ergodic.
The support of a Borel measure is the smallest closed set of full measure. The
support of an invariant measure is full, if it is equal to X . A uniquely ergodic TDS
is minimal if and only if the T -invariant Borel measure has full support.
Recall that two TDSs, (X,T ) and (X ′, T ′), are topologically conjugate if there
exists a bijective continuous function ϕ : X → X ′ such that ϕ ◦ T = T ′ ◦ ϕ.
2.2. Ergodic theory. We say (X,ΣX , µ, T ) is ameasure preserving system (MPS)
if (X,ΣX , µ) is a Lebesgue probability space and T : X → X is a measure-preserving
transformation. If X is a metric space and T is continuous, ΣX will always denote
the completion of the Borel sigma-algebra with respect to µ and we will omit writ-
ing it, that is we will write simply (X,µ, T ). A T -invariant probability measure µ is
ergodic if every invariant measurable set has measure one or zero. In this case, we
also say the associated MPS is ergodic.
Two MPSs, (X,ΣX , µ, T ) and (X ′,Σ′X , µ
′, T ′), are isomorphic if there exists a
bijective bi-measure-preserving function ϕ : X → X ′ such that ϕ ◦ T = T ′ ◦ ϕ.
A MPS is Kronecker if it is isomorphic to a rotation on a compact abelian group
equipped with the Haar measure.
Definition 2.1. TwoMPSs (X,Σ, µ, T ) and (X ′,Σ′, µ′, T ′) are Kakutani equivalent
if there exist measurable sets A ⊂ X and A′ ⊂ X ′ with µ(A) · µ′(A′) > 0 such
that (A, TA, µA) and (A′, TA′ , µA′) are isomorphic, where TA : A → A denotes the
induced transformation (or the first return map) and µA is the induced measure on
A.
From the definition it is clear that if two systems are isomorphic, then they must
be Kakutani equivalent. The converse is false [Fel76].
Definition 2.2. A MPS is loosely Kronecker if it is Kakutani equivalent to a Kro-
necker MPS.
Remark 2.3. (1) A MPS is loosely Kronecker if and only if it is loosely Bernoulli
and has zero entropy [Kat77].
(2) Any two Kronecker MPSs are Kakutani equivalent [ORW82].
(3) The sets A and A′ (in Definition 2.1) can be chosen to have arbitrarily
large (but not full) measure, and even one of them could have full measure
[Kat77, ORW82].
(4) It follows from Abramov’s formula for the entropy of an induced transfor-
mation that if two MPSs are Kakutani equivalent then either both have zero
entropy, or both have positive finite entropy, or both have infinite entropy.
2.3. Dynamical pseudometrics. Let (X,T ) be a TDS. For x, z ∈ X we define the
Besicovitch pseudometric ρB on X as
ρB(x, z) = lim sup
n→∞
1
n
n−1∑
j=0
d(T jx, T jz).
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Using standard techniques (for example, see [Aus59, KLO17] or [LTY15, Lemma
3.1]) one can see that ρB is uniformly equivalent to another pseudometric on X
given by
ρ′B(x, z) = inf{δ > 0 : D{n ≥ 0 : d(T
nx, T nz) ≥ δ} < δ},
where D(S) stands for the upper asymptotic density of S ⊂ N0, that is,
D(S) := lim sup
n→∞
|S ∩ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}|
n
.
Actually, in this paper we will only use the Besicovitch pseudometric to compare
our results using the Feldman-Katok pseudometric with some similar ones based
on ρB.
We will also use lower asymptotic density defined as
D(S) := lim inf
n→∞
|S ∩ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}|
n
.
Now we will define the Feldman-Katok pseudometric following [KŁ17]. For
x, z ∈ X , δ > 0 and n ∈ N, we define an (n, δ)-match of x and z to be an or-
der preserving bijection π : D(π) → R(π) such that D(π),R(π) ⊂ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}
and for every i ∈ D(π) we have d(T ix, T π(i)z) < δ. The fit |π| of an (n, δ)-match π
is the cardinality of D(π). We set
f¯n,δ(x, z) = 1−
max{|π| : π is an (n, δ)-match of x with z}
n
.
Definition 2.4. The f¯δ-pseudodistance between x and z is given by
f¯δ(x, z) = lim sup
n→∞
f¯n,δ(x, z).
Definition 2.5. The Feldman-Katok pseudometric of (X,T ) is given by
ρFK(x, z) = inf{δ > 0 : f¯δ(x, z) < δ}.
Lemma 2.6 (Fact 22, Lemma 25, and Fact 17 [KŁ17]). Let (X,T ) be a TDS. We
have that
(1) ρFK is indeed a pseudometric,
(2) ρFK(x, z) ≤ ρ′B(x, z), hence the topology introduced by ρFK is weaker than
topology given by ρB, and
(3) ρFK is invariant along the orbits, that is, for every n ≥ 0 and x, y ∈ X we
have that ρFK(T
nx, y) = ρFK(x, y).
We will write BFKε (y) for the closed ρFK ball of radius ε around y ∈ X .
Remark 2.7. The last property stated in Lemma 2.6 seems to be the main source of
differences between ρFK and ρB as the property is false for the latter pseudometric.
To see that let X = {0, 1}Z, T : X → X be the shift map and x = (01)∞. One can
check that
ρB(x, σ(x)) > 0.
3. FK-CONTINUITY AND SENSITIVITY
Using the Feldman-Katok pseudometric, we define topological and measure the-
oretic Feldman-Katok continuity and sensitivity and we provide some basic obser-
vations about these properties. We will also see how they relate to mean equicon-
tinuity and mean sensitivity.
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3.1. Equicontinuity and FK-continuity. Recall that a TDS (X,T ) is equicontinu-
ous if {T n : n ≥ 0} is an equicontinuous family.
Equicontinuity is a very strong form of stability. For example every equicontinu-
ous subshift (or more generally an expansive TDS) is periodic. The typical example
of an equicontinuous system is a rotation on a compact abelian group. Note that a
TDS (X,T ) is equicontinuous if and only if the map
(X, d) ∋ x 7→ x ∈ (X, ρT )
is continuous where ρT is a metric on X given for x, y ∈ X by
ρT (x, y) = sup
n≥0
d(T nx, T ny).
Replacing ρT with another dynamically generating (pseudo)metric we obtain new
variants of equicontinuity. We say x ∈ X is amean equicontinuity point for (X,T )
if for every ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that if d(x, y) ≤ δ then ρB(x, y) ≤ ε. There
are many minimal mean equicontinuous TDSs (every point is a mean equiconti-
nuity point) that are not equicontinuous, but all of them are uniquely ergodic and
have zero topological entropy. Nonetheless, within the class of mean equicontin-
uous systems we can distinguish a whole hierarchy of different (not conjugate)
dynamical behaviours [GRJY19].
A TDS is almost mean equicontinuous if the mean equicontinuity points form a
residual set (countable intersection of dense open sets). There exists almost mean
equicontinuous TDSs with positive entropy (and other properties); see [LTY15,
Corollary 4.8], [GRLZ19, Theorem 1.4], [Li18], and [GRJY19, Corollary 5.7].
Inspired by the previous definition, we introduce the following.
Definition 3.1. Let (X,T ) be a TDS. We say that x ∈ X is an Feldman-Katok
continuity point (FK-continuity point) for (X,T ) if for every ε > 0 there exists
δ > 0 such that if d(x, y) ≤ δ then ρFK(x, y) ≤ ε. We denote the set of FK-continuity
points by EqFK.
Definition 3.2. We call a TDS (X,T ) FK-continuous if every x ∈ X is an FK-
continuity point. We say that (X,T ) is almost FK-continuous if the set of FK-
continuity points is residual.
Using Lemma 2.6, it is immediate that every mean equicontinuity point is an FK-
continuity point; hence, every (almost) mean equicontinuous system is (almost) FK-
continuous. We will see later that there exist FK-continuous topological dynamical
systems that are not almost mean equicontinuous (Corollary 5.10), and that FK-
continuous systems always have zero topological entropy (Corollary 4.7).
Any almost mean equicontinuous TDSwith positive topological entropy is almost
FK-continuous but not FK-continuous.
An even weaker notion of equicontinuity was introduced in [ZZ] in order to
characterise uniquely ergodic systems.
Now, we define
EqFKε = {x ∈ X : ∃δ > 0 ∀y, z ∈ Bδ(x), ρFK(y, z) ≤ ε} .
Remark 3.3. Note that
EqFK =
∞⋂
n=1
EqFK1/n .
The following lemma is proved analogously as for equicontinuous and mean
equicontinuous TDSs [AAB96, GR17b]. For completeness, we provide a proof in
the Appendix.
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Lemma 3.4. Let (X,T ) be a TDS and ε > 0. The sets EqFK and EqFKε are inversely
invariant, that is, T−1(EqFK) ⊆ EqFK and T−1(EqFKε ) ⊆ Eq
FK
ε . Furthermore, Eq
FK
ε
is open, hence EqFK is residual.
The next two results use invariance of ρFK along the orbits stated in Lemma 2.6
and they are false if we replace ρFK by the Besicovitch pseudometric.
Lemma 3.5. Let (X,T ) be a TDS and x ∈ X . If y ∈ EqFK ∩orb(x) then x ∈ EqFK
and ρFK(x, y) = 0.
Proof. Let ε > 0 and y ∈ EqFK ⊂ EqFKε . There is δ > 0 such that Bδ(y) ⊂ Eq
FK
ε
and ρFK(y, z) ≤ ε for every z ∈ Bδ(y). Since y is in the closure of the orbit of x,
there is n ≥ 0 such that T nx ∈ Bδ(y). This implies that x ∈ EqFKε by the backward
invariance of EqFKε (Lemma 3.4) and ρFK(x, y) ≤ ε. Since ε > 0 was arbitrary, we
conclude that x ∈ EqFK and ρFK(x, y) = 0. 
Proposition 3.6. A transitive TDS (X,T ) is FK-continuous if and only if for every
x, y ∈ X we have ρFK(x, y) = 0.
Proof. If ρFK(x, y) = 0 for every x, y ∈ X , then trivially (X,T ) is FK-continuous.
Assume that (X,T ) is an FK-continuous transitive TDS (so EqFK = X). Let x0 ∈ X
be a point with a dense orbit and take y ∈ X = orb(x0). By Lemma 3.5, we obtain
that ρFK(x0, y) = 0. Using the triangle inequality, we see that ρFK(x, y) = 0 for
every x, y ∈ X . 
Remark 3.7. For the previous proposition, we cannot omit the transitivity assump-
tion, nor replace ρFK by the Besicovitch pseudometric: The TDS (X,T ) where
X = {x1, x2} is a discrete metric space and T = IdX is the identity map, is FK-
continuous but ρFK(x1, x2) > 0. Any Sturmian subshift is an example of a transi-
tive and mean equicontinuous TDS for which ρB(x, y) > 0 for some x, y ∈ X .
3.2. Sensitivity and Auslander-Yorke dichotomy. In classical topological dynam-
ics theory, a notion opposite (but not complementary in general) to equicontinuity
is sensitivity. We say that a TDS (X,T ) is sensitive if there exists ε > 0 such that
for every non-empty open set U there are x, y ∈ U satisfying ρB(x, y) > ε. There is
also a Besicovitch version of sensitivity; we say that a TDS (X,T ) ismean sensitive
if there exists ε > 0 such that for every non-empty open set U there exists x, y ∈ U
satisfying ρB(x, y) > ε. In the same spirit we introduce sensitivity with respect to
the Feldman-Katok pseudometric abbreviated as “FK-sensitivity”.
Definition 3.8. We say that a TDS (X,T ) is FK-sensitive if there is ε > 0 such that
for every non-empty open set U , there exists x, y ∈ U satisfying ρFK(x, y) > ε.
Remark 3.9. Note that every FK-sensitive TDS is mean sensitive. Furthermore, a
TDS is FK-sensitive if and only if there exists ε > 0 such that EqFKε is empty.
The well-known Auslander-Yorke dichotomy [AY80] states that for minimal TDSs
sensitivity complements sensitivity. For transitive systems we have a weaker di-
chotomy: a transitive TDS is either sensitive or almost equicontinuous [AAB96].
Similar dichotomies hold for mean sensitivity and (almost) mean equicontinuity.
Therefore, it comes as no surprise that an analogous result is true for FK-sensitivity
and (almost) FK-equicontinuity. The proof is similar to the Besicovitch pseudomet-
ric case and therefore we relegate it to the appendix. For other Auslander-Yorke
type dichotomies see [YY18, HKZ18, GRJY19, YZ].
Theorem 3.10 (Auslander-Yorke dichotomy for ρFK). A transitive TDS is either
almost FK-continuous or FK sensitive. A minimal system is either FK-continuous or
FK-sensitive.
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The next result extends [Aus59, Theorem 8], which in turn follows from the
results of [Oxt52]. In effect we get a new proof of the analogous statement for ρB.
Proposition 3.11. Let (X,T ) be a TDS. If there exist at least two T -invariant ergodic
Borel probability measures with full support then (X,T ) is FK-sensitive.
Proof. Assume that (X,T ) is not FK sensitive. Let µ and ν be two ergodic Borel
probability measures with full support. Assume that x0 ∈ X is a generic point for µ,
and y0 is a generic point for ν. Since x0 and y0 are generic points of fully supported
measures, their orbits must be dense in X . In particular, (X,T ) is transitive, so by
Theorem 3.10 (X,T ) it must also be almost FK-continuous. By Lemma 3.5 we get
that x0 and y0 are both FK-continuity points and ρFK(x0, y0) = 0. Using [KŁ17,
Fact 32] we conclude that µ = ν. 
Corollary 3.12. Let (X,T ) be a TDS. If there exist at least two T -invariant ergodic
Borel probability measures with full support then (X,T ) is mean sensitive.
3.3. Measure theoretic FK-continuity. Measure theoretic forms of equicontinuity
and sensitivity were introduced in [Gil87] and [HLY11] (actually under reasonable
conditions these two definitions are equivalent [GR17a]). The mean/Besicovitch
forms of measure theoretic equicontinuity and sensitivity were first studied in [GR17b].
In this section, given a TDS (X,T ) and a T -invariant Borel probability measure µ,
we define µ-FK-continuity and µ-FK-sensitivity, and we prove their basic properties.
Similar to the topological case, one can use Lemma 2.6 to see that µ-mean equicon-
tinuity implies µ-FK-continuity, and µ-FK-sensitivity implies µ-mean sensitivity.
Definition 3.13. Let (X,T ) be a TDS and µ be a Borel probability measure. We
say that (X,T ) is µ-FK-continuous if for every τ > 0 there exists a compact set
Mτ ⊂ X , with µ(Mτ ) ≥ 1 − τ , such that for every ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 so that
for every x, y ∈Mτ , if d(x, y) ≤ δ then
ρFK(x, y) ≤ ε.
Clearly, if (X,T ) is FK-continuous then it must be µ-FK-continuous for every
Borel probability measure.
Given a TDS, we denote the set of T -invariant ergodic Borel probability measures
by M e1 (X,T ).
Proposition 3.14. Let (X,T ) be a TDS and µ ∈ M e1 (X,T ). We have that (X,T ) is
µ-FK-continuous if and only if there exists a Borel set H with full measure such that
ρFK(x, y) = 0 for every x, y ∈ H .
Proof. Assume that (X,T ) is µ-FK-continuous. Fix 0 < τ < 1. There exists a Borel
set Mτ ⊂ X (with µ(Mτ ) ≥ 1 − τ) and δ(ε) > 0 such that if x, y ∈ Mτ satisfy
d(x, y) ≤ δ(ε), then ρFK(x, y) ≤ ε. Let y0 ∈ Mτ be such that for every δ > 0, we
have µ(Mτ ∩Bδ(y0)) > 0. Since
Bδ(ε)(y0) ∩Mτ ⊂ B
FK
ε (y0),
it follows that for every ε > 0 we have µ(BFKε (y0)) > 0. Set
H =
∞⋂
i=1
∞⋃
n=0
T−n(BFK1/i (y0)).
Since µ is ergodic, we have µ(H) = 1. Reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, it
is easy to see that ρFK(x, y0) = 0 for every x ∈ H . By the triangle inequality, we
get that ρFK(x, y) = 0 for every x, y ∈ H . The other direction is trivial. 
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Remark 3.15. If we do not assume the measure is ergodic then the statement
of Proposition 3.14 does not hold. Let X = {x, y}, T be the identity map, and
µ = 1/2(δx + δy), where δz stands for a Dirac measure concentrated on z. We have
that (X,T ) is µ-FK-continuous but ρFK(x, y) > 0.
Definition 3.16. Let (X,T ) be a TDS and µ a Borel probability measure. We say
(X,T ) is
• µ-FK-sensitive if there exists ε0 > 0 such that for every A ∈ B
+
X there exist
x, y ∈ A satisfying ρFK(x, y) > ε0,
• µ-FK-expansive if there exists ε′0 > 0 such that
µ× µ ({(x, y) ∈ X ×X : ρFK(x, y) > ε
′
0}) = 1.
We call ε0 (respectively, ε′0) a µ-FK-sensitivity constant (respectively a µ-FK-expansivity
constant) of (X,T ).
It is easy to see that the function ρFK(·, ·) is a Borel function onX×X . It follows
that for every ε > 0, the set BFKε (x) := {y ∈ X : ρFK(x, y) ≤ ε} is also a Borel set.
The proof of the following theorem follows the same lines as the proof of an
analogous result presented in [GR17b, Theorem 26] for the Besicovitch case, which
is also similar to a result in [HLY11]. For reader’s convenience, we present the proof
in the appendix.
Theorem 3.17. Let (X,T ) be a TDS and µ ∈ M e1 (X,T ). The following conditions
are equivalent:
(1) (X,T ) is µ-FK-sensitive,
(2) (X,T ) is µ-FK-expansive,
(3) there exists ε > 0 such that µ(BFKε (x)) = 0 for µ-a.e. x ∈ X , and
(4) (X,T ) is not µ-FK-continuous.
4. LOOSELY KRONECKER SYSTEMS
In this section we will characterise when a MPS arising from a TDS (X,T ) and a
measure µ ∈M e1 (X,T ) is loosely Kronecker using ρFK .
Let X be a compact metrisable space. We write Pk(X) for the set of all ordered
partitions of X into at most k Borel measurable sets called atoms. For P ∈ Pk(X),
we write P = {P0, . . . , Pk−1} regardless of the actual number of nonempty ele-
ments in P; for this, we set Pj = ∅ for |P| ≤ j < k.
Assume that (X,T ) is a TDS and µ is a T -invariant Borel measure. Let (X,µ, T )
be a MPS and P ∈ Pk(X). We identify P with a function P : X → {0, . . . , k − 1}
defined by P(x) = j for x ∈ Pj .
We endow Pk(X) with the pseudometric ρµ1 given for P ,Q ∈ P
k(X) by
ρµ1 (P ,Q) =
1
2
k−1∑
j=0
µ(Pj ÷Qj)
=
1
2
k−1∑
j=0
∫
X
|χPj − χQj | dµ
= µ({x ∈ X : P(x) 6= Q(x)}).
Note that the definition of ρµ1 takes into account the order of the atoms. It is
well known that ρµ1 is a complete pseudometric forP
k(X), which becomes a metric
when we identify partitions P ,Q ∈ Pk(X) satisfying dµ1 (P ,Q) = 0.
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We define the n-th join of P as
Pn :=
n−1∨
j=0
T−j(P)
= {Pi0 ∩ T
−1(Pi1 ) ∩ . . . ∩ T
−n+1(Pin−1) : Pij ∈ P for 0 ≤ j < n}.
Remark 4.1. Note that every atom in Pn can also be interpreted as a point (word)
in the product space P × . . . × P (n times). We define P∞ naturally, and we say
P∞(x) ∈ (P)∞ is the P-itinerary of x.
Definition 4.2. Let A be a finite set and u,w ∈ An. We define the edit distance
f¯n(u,w) = 1−
k
n
,
where k is the largest among those integers ℓ such that for some 0 ≤ i1 < i2 <
. . . < iℓ < n and 0 ≤ j1 < j2 < . . . < jℓ < n we have u(is) = w(js) for s = 1, . . . , ℓ.
Theorem 4.3 (Katok’s Criterion [Kat77]). A measure-preserving dynamical system
(X,Σ, µ, T ) is loosely Kronecker if and only if for every finite partition P , we have
that for every ε > 0, there exists N = N(ε) such that for every n ≥ N , there exists a
word w ∈ Pn such that
µ({w′ ∈ Pn : f¯n(w,w
′) < ε}) ≥ 1− ε.
Lemma 4.4. Let M ⊂ X be a Borel set such that for every x, y ∈ M we have
ρFK(x, y) = 0. Then for every τ > 0, we can find N > 0 and a set M0 ⊂ M with
µ(M \M0) < τ such that for every x, y ∈M0 and n ≥ N , we have f¯n,τ (x, y) ≤ τ .
Proof. Let τ > 0. If µ(M) = 0, then there is nothing to prove. Hence, we assume
µ(M) > 0 and fix x0 ∈ M . Since ρFK(x, y) = 0 for every x, y ∈ M , we have
f¯τ/3(x0, y) < τ/3 implying that lim supn→∞ f¯n,τ/3(x0, y) < τ/2. Using essentially
the same argument as in the proof of Egorov’s Theorem (for example, see [SS05,
page 33]), we obtain there exist N > 0 and a set M0 ⊂ M , with µ(M \M0) < τ ,
such that for every y ∈ M0 and n ≥ N , we have f¯n,τ/3(x0, y) < τ/2. In particular,
for every n ≥ N and y ∈M0, there exists an (n, τ/3)-match πyn : D
y
n →R
y
n between
x0 and y such that |Dyn| = |R
y
n| > n(1 − τ/2). In other words, the sets D
y
n,R
y
n ⊂
{0, 1, . . . , n− 1} are such that
d(T i(x0), T
πyn(i)(y)) < τ/3 for every i ∈ Dyn.
Let y, y′ ∈ M0, n ≥ N , and J = Dyn ∩ D
y′
n . We have |J | > n(1 − τ). Clearly
πn = (π
y′
n ) ◦ (π
y
n)
−1 is an (n, τ)-match between y and y′ with D(πn) = (πyn)
−1(J)
and R(πn) = πy
′
n (J), so |πn| > n(1− τ). This implies the desired result. 
Theorem 4.5. Let (X,T ) a TDS and µ ∈M e1 (X,T ). Then, (X,T ) is µ-FK-continuous
if and only if (X,µ, T ) is loosely Kronecker.
Proof. Assume (X,µ, T ) is loosely Kronecker and (X,T ) is µ-FK-sensitive with sen-
sitivity constant ε. Since (X,µ, T ) is loosely Kronecker, there exist an isometric TDS
(Y, S) (a group rotation equipped with the Haar measure ν) and a Borel set B ⊂ Y ,
with ν(B) ≥ 1−ε/5, such that (X,µ, T ) is isomorphic to (B, νB , SB) via ϕ : X → B.
By neglecting sets of measure zero we may assume that ϕ is a bijection. By Lusin’s
Theorem, there exists a compact set M ⊂ X with µ(M)ν(B) ≥ 1 − ε/4 such that
ϕ|M : M → ϕ(M) is uniformly continuous. Hence ϕ−1 : ϕ(M) → M is also uni-
formly continuous. Note that νB(ϕ(M)) = µ(M), thus ν(ϕ(M)) = ν(B)µ(M).
Given ε/2, we use uniform continuity of ϕ−1 to find an appropriate δ′, and then we
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use uniform continuity of ϕ to pick δ for δ′. Using that S is an isometry, it follows
that such a δ satisfies the following: if x, y ∈M and d(x, y) ≤ δ, then
d(ϕ−1 ◦ Sn ◦ ϕ(x), ϕ−1 ◦ Sn ◦ ϕ(y)) ≤ ε/2
for every n ∈ N with Sn ◦ ϕ(x), Sn ◦ ϕ(y) ∈ ϕ(M).
Let YM ⊂ ϕ(M) be the set of points in ϕ(M) which are ϕ(M)-regular with
respect to the map S and the measure ν, that is, for every ξ ∈ YM , we have
ν(ϕ(M)) = µ(M)ν(B) = lim
n→∞
|{0 ≤ j < n : Sj(ξ) ∈ ϕ(M)}|
n
.
For later use, we also define for every ξ ∈ YM the function cξ, which counts the
number of visits of S-orbit of ξ to B up to a certain time n ≥ 0, that is,
cξ(n) :=
∣∣{0 ≤ i ≤ n : Si(ξ) ∈ B}∣∣ .
Note that for every ξ ∈ YM and n ≥ 0 such that Sn(ξ) ∈ B, there is p ∈ M such
that ϕ(p) = ξ, and
Sn(ξ) = S
cξ(n)−1
B (ξ) = ϕ(T
cξ(n)−1(p)).
Now, by the pointwise ergodic theorem, we have ν(YM ) = ν(ϕ(M)). Thus, there
is z ∈M such that
µ(Bδ/2(z) ∩M ∩ ϕ
−1(YM )) > 0.
Let x, y ∈ Bδ/2(z)∩M∩ϕ−1(YM ). We will show that ρFK(x, y) ≤ ε/2; contradicting
µ-FK-sensitivity. This ends the first part of the proof since by Theorem 3.17 a system
which is not µ-FK-sensitive has to be µ-FK-continuous.
It remains to prove ρFK(x, y) ≤ ε/2. Since x, y ∈ ϕ−1(YM )we get that ϕ(x), ϕ(y)
must be ϕ(M) regular. We claim that the set AM (x, y) consisting of those times n
that Sn ◦ϕ(x) and Sn ◦ϕ(y) are both in ϕ(M) has lower density bounded below by
1− ε/2. Indeed, since
AM (x, y) := {n ∈ N : S
n(ϕ(x)), Sn(ϕ(y)) ∈ ϕ(M)} ,
is the intersection of two sets with asymptotic density µ(M)ν(B) ≥ 1− ε/4, then
D(AM (x, y)) ≥ 1− ε/2.
For n ∈ AM (x, y), we set d(n) := cx(n) − 1 and r(n) := cy(n)− 1. Note that we
have 0 ∈ AM (x, y) and d(0) = r(0) = 0. Write AM (x, y) as an increasing sequence
that is, let
AM (x, y) = {a(n) : n ∈ N}, where a(0) < a(1) < a(2) < . . . < a(n) < . . . .
We will use the following well-known fact,
D(AM (x, y)) = lim inf
n→∞
n
a(n)
.
Now, we define
D := {d(n) : n ∈ N}, and R := {r(n) : n ∈ N}.
For every n ∈ N, we have d(n), r(n) ≤ a(n), so
D(D) = lim inf
n→∞
n
d(n)
≥ lim inf
n→∞
n
a(n)
= D(AM (x, y)).
Similarly, we get that D(R) ≥ D(AM (x, y)). For m ≥ 1, we define k(m) to be the
number of “joint” visits of ϕ(x) and ϕ(y) to ϕ(M) among the m first visits of each
of point to B (under S), that is, we set
k(m) := |{ℓ ≥ 0 : ℓ ∈ AM (x, y) and max{cx(ℓ), cy(ℓ)} < m}| .
Let K = {k(1), k(2), . . .}. Clearly
k(m) = min{|D ∩ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}|, |R ∩ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}|},
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so
lim inf
m→∞
k(m)/m ≥ min{D(R), D(D)} ≥ D(AM (x, y)) ≥ 1− ε/2.
Now, we define
Dm := {d(0), d(1), . . . , d(k(m)− 1)} = D ∩ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1},
Rm := {r(0), r(1), . . . , r(k(m) − 1)} = R∩ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}.
We set πm as the order preserving bijective map πm : Dm → Rm. It is easy to
see that πm is an (m, ε/2)-match between x and y. Using this and the fact that
k(m) = |Dm| = |Rm|, we obtain
f¯m,ε/2(x, y) ≤ 1−
k(m)
m
.
From a previous estimate, it follows that
f¯ε/2(x, y) = lim sup
m→∞
f¯m,ε/2(x, y) ≤ 1− lim inf
m→∞
k(m)
m
≤ ε/2.
Thus, ρFK(y, z) ≤ ε/2.
Now we will prove the other direction. By Proposition 3.14, there exists a Borel
set M ⊂ X with µ(M) = 1 such that, ρFK(x, y) = 0 for every x, y ∈ M . Let
P = {P0, P1, . . . , Pk−1} ∈ Pk(X). We will prove that P satisfies the condition of
Theorem 4.3. Let ε > 0. Using the regularity of µ, one can see that there exists
R = {R0, R1, . . . , Rk} ∈ Pk+1(X) with d
µ
1 (P ,R) < ε/10, µ(Rk) ≤ ε/10, and Rj ⊆
Pj for 0 ≤ j < k (to find such R we choose for each Pj ∈ P a compact set Rj ⊆ Pj
with µ(Pj \Rj) sufficiently small and then we set Rk := X \ (R0∪R1∪ . . .∪Rk−1)).
Furthermore, if ε′ < ε is sufficiently small, then Rk and R can be chosen so
that if d(x, y) < ε′ for x, y ∈ X \ Rk, then R(x) = R(y) (we call this condition
the separation property of R). Using ergodicity and Egorov’s theorem, we can find
N0 ∈ N and a Borel set M0 ⊂ X with µ(M0) > 1 − ε/4 such that for every z ∈ M0
and n ≥ N0, we have
(1)
∣∣{0 ≤ j < n : T jz ∈ Rk}∣∣ ≤ ε/9.
By Lemma 4.4, there exists N1 ∈ N with N1 ≥ N0 and a Borel set M1 ⊂ M0,
with µ(M1) > 1 − ε/2, such that for every x, y ∈ M1 and n ≥ N1, we can find
ℓ ≥ (1 − ε/9)n and two finite sequences of integers 0 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . < iℓ < n,
0 ≤ j1 < j2 < . . . < jℓ < n such that
d(T is(x), T js(y)) < ε′, for s = 1, . . . , ℓ.
By (1), the set
S′ := {s ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} : T is(x), T js(y) ∈ X \Rk}
has cardinality at least (1 − ε/3)n. By the separation property of R, for s ∈ S′
we have R(T is(x)) = R(T js(y)). It follows that for every n ≥ N1, if we take
any x ∈ M1 and set w =
⋂n−1
i=0 R(T
ix) = Rn(x), then for every y ∈ M1 and
w′ =
⋂n−1
i=0 R(T
iy) we have f¯n(w,w′) < ε/3. Therefore,
(2) ∀x ∈M1 µ({w′ ∈ Rn : f¯n(Rn(x), w′) < ε/3}) ≥ µ(M1) ≥ 1− ε/2.
Using [KŁ17, Lemma 46], we can find a set M2 ⊂ M1 and an integer N2 ≥ N1
such that µ(M2) > 1− ε and if z ∈M2 and n ≥ N2, then
(3) f¯n(R(z),P(z)) < d
µ
1 (P ,R) + ε/10 < ε/3.
Fix x0 ∈ M2 and n ≥ N2. Set w0 = Rn(x0). Then, by (2), for every z ∈ M2
(recall that M2 ⊂ M1) we have f¯(w0,Rn(z)) < ε/3. Using (3), we obtain that for
every z ∈M2, we have
f¯n(P
n(z),Pn(x0)) ≤ f¯n(P
n(z),Rn(z)) + f¯n(R
n(z), w0) + f¯n(w0,P
n(x0)) < ε.
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Therefore,
µ({w′ ∈ Pn : f¯n(P
n(x0)), w
′) < ε}) ≥ µ(M2) ≥ 1− ε.
We conclude the proof using Katok’s criterion (Theorem 4.3). 
Summarising all our characterisations we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.6. Let (X,T ) be a TDS and µ ∈M e1 (X,T ). The following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) (X,µ, T ) is loosely Kronecker,
(2) there exists a Borel set M ⊂ X such that µ(M) = 1 and ρFK(x, y) = 0 for
every x, y ∈M ,
(3) (X,T ) is µ-FK-continuous,
(4) (X,T ) is not µ-FK-sensitive,
(5) (X,T ) is not µ-FK-expansive, and
(6) µ(BFKε (x)) > 0 for every ε > 0 and µ-a.e. x ∈ X .
Since loosely Kronecker systems have zero entropy, we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.7. Every FK-continuous TDS has zero topological entropy.
One can compare Theorem 4.5 with the following result (note that its proof in
[GR17b] uses different techniques than our proof of Theorem 4.5).
Theorem 4.8 ([GR17b], Corollary 39). Let (X,T ) a TDS and µ ∈ M e1 (X,T ). Then
(X,µ, T ) is a Kronecker system if and only if (X,T ) is µ-mean equicontinuous.
Actually this result also holds for non-necessarily ergodic Borel invariant proba-
bility measures, which is one of the main results of [HLT+]. Another result similar
to our Theorem 4.5 and [GR17b, Corollary 39] appeared recently in [Cai19]. It
characterises rigid MPS.
5. TOPOLOGICAL LOOSELY KRONECKER SYSTEMS
Conditions (1) and (2) of Corollary 4.6 motivate the following definition.
Definition 5.1. We say a TDS (X,T ) is topologically loosely Kronecker if for
every x, y ∈ X we have ρFK(x, y) = 0.
Recall that a transitive TDS is topologically loosely Kronecker if and only if it is
FK-continuous (Proposition 3.6). The aim of this section is to extend this character-
isation and prove that being topologically loosely Kronecker is the same as being a
topological model for a loosely Kronecker MPS.
Remark 5.2. Note that for a TDS (X,T ) being “Besicovitch trivial”, that is, satisfy-
ing ρB(x, y) = 0 for every x, y ∈ X is a very strong condition. By [GRJ17, Theorem
1.2], it holds if, and only if, (X,T ) is uniquely ergodic and (X,µ, T ) is trivial (i.e.
isomorphic to a one point system) .
First, we note that the following result is a consequence of [KŁ17, Corollary 34].
Proposition 5.3. Every topologically loosely Kronecker TDS is uniquely ergodic.
Remark 5.4. A topologically loosely Kronecker TDS need not to be strictly ergodic.
A trivial example is a TDS (X,T ), where X = {x, y} is a discrete space and T (x) =
T (y) = x. It is easy to construct a more elaborated examples of this kind.
The support of a loosely Kronecker measure is not in general uniquely ergodic.
Remark 5.5. A construction of a minimal non-uniquely ergodic TDS with ergodic
measures µ and ν such that µ is loosely Kronecker and ν is not is given in [CJKS].
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Remark 5.6. Topological representations of the Pascal adic (Borel) transformation
and other adic transformations, were constructed in [MP05, Theorem 4.1] and
[Mél06]. These TDSs (representations) are “almost minimal” (all but countably
many orbits are dense) and every ergodic invariant measure for an adic transfor-
mation is isomorphic to an invariant measure of the topological representation.
Furthermore, these measures are loosely Kronecker [JdLR04, Mél06] and fully sup-
ported on the TDS (because of the “almost minimality”). It is known that every
adic system has uncountably many ergodic invariant measures, hence these TDSs
(representing adic transformations) are not uniquely ergodic and have many fully
supported loosely Kronecker invariant measures.
Theorem 5.7. Let (X,T ) be a TDS. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) (X,T ) is topologically loosely Kronecker,
(2) (X,T ) is uniquely ergodic, with M e1 (X,T ) = {µ}, and (X,µ, T ) is loosely
Kronecker.
Proof. A topological loosely Kronecker system is uniquely ergodic by Theorem 5.7,
and the unique invariant measure must be loosely Kronecker by Theorem 4.5.
For the other direction, assume that (X,T ) is uniquely ergodic and µ is the
unique Borel T -invariant probability measure. Suppose also that the MPS (X,µ, T )
is loosely Kronecker. Fix ε > 0 and y, z ∈ X . Let Q be a finite measurable partition
of X satisfying diamQ < ε for every Q ∈ Q. We can assume that |Q| ≥ 2. For each
Q ∈ Q, we choose a compact set KQ ⊂ Q such that µ(Q \KQ) < ε/(12 · |Q|). Since
for disjoint Q,Q′ ∈ Q the sets KQ and KQ′ are also disjoint, we have
γ = min{d(KQ,KQ′) : Q,Q
′ ∈ Q, Q ∩Q′ = ∅} > 0.
Furthermore, for every 0 < α < min{γ/3, ε/2} the α-hulls KαQ and K
α
Q′ of the sets
KQ and KQ′ are disjoint provided that Q,Q′ ∈ Q are disjoint. Furthermore, we
choose 0 < δ < min{γ/3, ε/2} such that for every Q ∈ Q the boundary of KδQ is a
µ-null set. Set
U =
⋃
Q∈Q
KδQ.
Let P0 = X \ U and P = {KδQ : Q ∈ Q} ∪ {P0}. Then, P is a finite Borel partition
with µ(P0) < ε/12 and for any P ∈ P \ {P0} we have diamP < ε. Furthermore,
for every n ≥ 1 and every set P in Pn the boundary of P is a µ-null set, thus every
point in X is P -regular with respect to T and µ. That is, for every x ∈ X , n ≥ 1,
and P in Pn we have
lim
m→∞
1
m
∣∣{0 ≤ j < m : T j(x) ∈ P}∣∣ = µ(P ).
Applying Katok’s criterion (Theorem 4.3), we can find N such that for every
n ≥ N there is a set Wn of atoms of Pn such that µ(Wn) > 1 − ε/6 and for every
w,w′ ∈ Wn we have f¯(w,w′) < ε/3. Using Egorov’s theorem, we see that there is
N ′ such that for every n ≥ N ′, the set W ′n of atoms w of P
n such that P0 appears
in w at most nε/12 times satisfies µ(W ′n) > 1 − ε/6. Let n = max{N,N
′}. Note
that µ(Wn ∩W ′n) > 1 − ε/3. Since y, z are generic points there is K such that for
every k ≥ K, blocks formWn ∩W ′n appear with the right frequencies in the initial
segment of the P-itinerary of y and z, respectively. In other words, we have∣∣{0 ≤ j < k : T j(y) ∈ Wn ∩W ′n}∣∣ > k(1− ε/3),(4) ∣∣{0 ≤ j < k : T j(z) ∈ Wn ∩W ′n}∣∣ > k(1− ε/3).(5)
In (4), we listed all appearances of blocks from Wn ∩ W ′n, but we still need to
enumerate non-overlapping appearances of these blocks. Since blocks inWn ∩W ′n
have length n, the number of non-overlapping appearances is bounded below by
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k(1−ε/3)/n. Therefore, for a large k ≥ K we can find integers s, t and i(1), . . . , i(s)
and j(1), . . . , j(t) satisfying i(s) + n ≤ k, j(t) + n ≤ k, s, t ≥ k(1 − ε/3)/n and
i(ℓ + 1) ≥ i(ℓ) + n for ℓ = 1, . . . , s− 1, j(ℓ + 1) ≥ j(ℓ) + n for ℓ = 1, . . . , t− 1 and
such that setting p = min{s, t} we have
T i(ℓ)(y), T j(ℓ)(z) ∈ Wn ∩W
′
n for ℓ = 1, . . . , p.
Fix 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ p and consider Pn names of T i(ℓ)(y) and T j(ℓ)(z), denoted, respectively
as, u(ℓ) = u(ℓ)1 . . . u
(ℓ)
n−1 and v
(ℓ) = v
(ℓ)
1 . . . v
(ℓ)
n−1. Since u
(ℓ), v(ℓ) ∈ Wn ∩ W ′n, we
can find at most nε/12 appearances of P0 in each of them and they must satisfy
f¯(u(ℓ), v(ℓ)) < ε/3. It means that after removing at most n(ε/2) entries from each,
u(ℓ) and v(ℓ), we get two identical sequences, which we denote with u¯(ℓ) and v¯(ℓ),
and P0 appears neither in u¯(ℓ) nor in v¯(ℓ). We write u¯(ℓ) and v¯(ℓ) explicitly as
u¯(ℓ) = u
(ℓ)
a(ℓ)(1)
. . . u
(ℓ)
a(ℓ)(n¯)
and v¯(ℓ) = v(ℓ)
b(ℓ)(1)
. . . v
(ℓ)
b(ℓ)(n¯)
,
where
{a(ℓ)(1), . . . , a(ℓ)(n¯)}, {b(ℓ)(1), . . . , b(ℓ)(n¯)} ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}
and n¯ > (1− ε/2)n. Since each entry of both, u¯(ℓ) and v¯(ℓ) is different than P0 and
they are pairwise equal, we conclude that
P(T i(ℓ)+a(ι)(y)) = P(T j(ℓ)+b(ι)(z)) for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ p, 1 ≤ ι ≤ n¯.
Since diamP < ε for P ∈ P with P 6= P0, we obtain that
d(T i(ℓ)+a(ι)(y), T j(ℓ)+b(ι)(z)) < ε for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ p, 1 ≤ ι ≤ n¯.
Therefore, the association
i(ℓ) + a(ι) 7→ b(ℓ) + b(ι) for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ p, 1 ≤ ι ≤ n¯,
gives us a (k, ε)-match π with
D(π) = {i(ℓ) + a(ι) : 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ p, 1 ≤ ι ≤ n¯} and
R(π) = {j(ℓ) + b(ι) : 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ p, 1 ≤ ι ≤ n¯}.
We easily have |D(π)| = |R(π)| ≥ (k(1−ε/3)/n) · (n(1−ε/2))> (1−ε)k. It follows
that ρFK(y, z) ≤ ε. Since ε is arbitrary, we get ρFK(y, z) = 0 as needed. 
Let (X,ΣX , µ, T ) be a MPS and (Y, S) be a TDS. Recall that we say (Y, S) is a
topological model for (X,ΣX , µ, T ) if (Y, S) is uniquely ergodic (with the unique
invariant measure denoted by ν) and the MPSs (X,ΣX , µ, T ) and (Y, B¯Y , ν, S) are
isomorphic.
Corollary 5.8. A TDS is a topological model for a loosely Kronecker MPS if and only
if it is topologically loosely Kronecker.
This result is somewhat surprising, since there is no known purely topological
characterisation of topological models of Kronecker systems. We will now briefly
discuss how the isomorphic invariant properties of MPSs translate to topological
models.
For several classes of MPSs there exists a topological model (or at least a non-
uniquely ergodic topological realisation) with a corresponding topological property
[HvN42, Lin99, DS17, GL19]; nonetheless, some topological models may exhibit
topological properties rather distant from the properties of the initial MPS.
Theorem 5.9 ([Leh87]). Any ergodic aperiodic measure-preserving dynamical system
admits a topologically mixing topological model. In particular, this implies there exists
a strictly ergodic topologically mixing TDS such that the associated measure-preserving
dynamical system is Kronecker.
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Minimal topologically mixing TDS are always mean sensitive [GRLZ19, Theorem
1.5], so there exist topological models of Kronecker systems that are not mean
equicontinuous. Actually, mean equicontinuity characterises a proper subclass of
uniquely ergodic Kronecker systems: A TDS (X,T ) is mean equicontinuous if and
only if it is an isomorphic extension of group rotation i.e. the (continuous) maximal
equicontinuous factor map provides a measure theoretic isomorphism between the
unique invariant measure for T and the unique invariant measure for its maximal
equicontinuous factor [LTY15, DG16, FGL18].
A TDS is a topological model of a Kronecker system if and only it is uniquely
ergodic and µ-mean equicontinuous [GR17b]; but µ-mean equicontinuity is not a
purely topological notion as it refers to a T -invariant measure µ which must be
known a priori, while the notion of a topological loosely Kronecker system needs
no measure.
A consequence of the previous discussion is the following.
Corollary 5.10. There exists minimal FK-continuous TDS that are not almost mean
equicontinuous.
Proof. An example is provided by any minimal topologically mixing topological
model of a Kronecker system. 
The next result can be proved directly, but it also easily follows from our previous
results.
Corollary 5.11. Topological loosely Kronecker property is an invariant of topological
conjugacy.
Proof. It is well known that unique ergodicity and the loosely Kronecker property
are invariant of topological conjugacy. To finish the proof we apply Theorem 5.7.

6. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
6.1. Examples of topologically loosely Kronecker systems. The following MPSs
are loosely Kronecker: finite rank MPSs [ORW82], horocycle flows [Rat78], adic
transformations with their invariant measures described in [JdLR04, Mél06], (mea-
surable) distal MPSs (this is a consequence of the fact that the class of loosely Kro-
necker MPSs is closed under factors, inverse limits and compact extensions ([Bro79,
Kat77, ORW82]), and other examples from [Fel76, Rat79, KVW18, Hof99].
Hence, by Theorem 5.7, every topological model of any of the systems above
must be topologically loosely Kronecker. Some of these models are well known
TDSs, they include: Morse subshift, Chacon subshift, uniquely ergodic symbolic
codings of interval exchange transformations (note that in some sense most of the
symbolic codings of the interval exchange transformations are uniquely ergodic
[Mas82, Vee82]), and minimal nilsystems.
We can also create more examples of topological loosely Kronecker systems using
induced flows and regular extensions.
Proposition 6.1. ([PS73, Remark 3.2]) Let (X,T ) be a strictly ergodic TDS and
A ⊂ X be a non-empty clopen set (closed and open). The return map on A is a strictly
ergodic TDS.
Corollary 6.2. Let (X,T ) be a minimal topologically loosely Kronecker TDS and A ⊂
X be a non-empty clopen set. The return map on A is a minimal topologically loosely
Kronecker TDS.
Proof. The first return map of a loosely Kronecker system is loosely Kronecker. Sim-
ply apply Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 5.7. 
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For example, if (X,T ) is a Sturmian subshift and A a non-trivial cylinder set then
the return map will be a topologically loosely Kronecker (and not necessarily mean
equicontinuous) TDS.
Another class of examples studied in [PS73] are the primitives of TDS with re-
spect to a function (definied in [PS73, Section 2]). By arguments given on that
paper (Remark 3.2 and Section 3), it is easy to see that the primitives of topologi-
cally loosely Kronecker TDS are also strictly ergodic and Kakutani equivalent to an
topologically loosely Kronecker TDS; hence, also topologically loosely Kronecker.
An example of one of these systems is the Sturmian subshift with "doubled" 1s.
Definition 6.3. We say (X,T ) is a regular extension of (Y, ν, S), if there exists a
continuous factor ϕ : (X,T )→ (Y, S) such that ν({y ∈ Y : |ϕ−1(y)| = 1}).
One way to generate a regular extension of uniquely ergodic TDS is with a sym-
bolic extension (or codings) generated by a measurable partition with zero measure
boundaries.
The following lemma is known (for example see the corollary on page 383 in
[PS73]).
Lemma 6.4. If (Y, S) is uniquely ergodic TDS and (X,T ) is a regular extension of
(Y, S) then (X,T ) is uniquely ergodic TDS. Furthermore, if we denote the unique
invariant measures of, respectively, (X,T ) and (Y, S) by µ and ν, then the MPSs
(X,µ, T ) and (Y, ν, S) are isomorphic.
Corollary 6.5. Every regular extension of a topologically loosely Kronecker system
must also be topologically loosely Kronecker.
Proof. Regular extensions yield an isomorphism and hence a Kakutani equivalence.
Use Lemma 6.4 and Theorem 5.7 to obtain the result. 
Minimal regular extensions of equicontinuous TDSs were characterised using a
stronger form of mean equicontinuity in [GRJY19].
6.2. FK-sensitivity corollaries. In this section we gather some corollaries of Auslander-
Yorke type dichotomies proved in section 3.2.
Corollary 6.6. There exists a MPS that admits no FK-sensitive topological model.
Proof. If a MPS is loosely Kronecker, then any topological model for it must be
topologically loosely Kronecker (Theorem 5.7). Thus it cannot be FK-sensitive. 
Compare the previous result with Theorem 5.9 (and the discussion after it). This
indicates than FK-sensitivity is much stronger than mean sensitivity.
Possibly the most interesting corollary of this subsection is the following.
Corollary 6.7. Every minimal TDS with positive topological entropy is FK-sensitive.
Proof. If a minimal TDS is not FK-sensitive, then it must be FK-continuous by The-
orem 3.10, and hence topologically loosely Kronecker by Proposition 3.6. Now,
Corollary 4.7 concludes the proof. 
To our knowledge, FK-sensitivity is the strongest form of sensitivity that is im-
plied by minimality and positive topological entropy.
Corollary 6.8. Every minimal topological model for a positive entropy ergodic MPS is
FK-sensitive.
Proof. Assume the model is not FK-sensitive. Then, using Theorem 3.10, it must be
FK-continuous. A contradiction arises using Corollary 4.7. 
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APPENDIX A. APPENDIX
In this section we provide some proofs for completeness. We remind the reader
that the FK-continuity points are denoted by EqFK and
EqFKε = {x ∈ X : ∃δ > 0 ∀y, z ∈ Bδ(x), ρFK(y, z) ≤ ε} .
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let ε > 0 and x ∈ T−1EqFKε . Since Tx ∈ Eq
FK
ε we can find
η > 0 such that if y, z ∈ Bη(Tx) then ρFK(y, z) ≤ ε. By continuity of T there also
exists δ > 0 such that for every y′ ∈ X if d(x, y′) ≤ δ then d(Tx, T y′) ≤ η. Therefore
for y′, z′ ∈ Bδ(x) we have Ty′, T z′ ∈ Bη(Tx), so ρFK(y′, z′) = ρFK(Ty′, T z′) ≤ ε.
We conclude that x ∈ EqFKε , and so Eq
FK
ε is inversely invariant. To see that Eq
FK
ε
is open, we fix x ∈ EqFKε and pick δ > 0 from the defining property of Eq
FK
ε .
Now it is easy to see that if x′ ∈ Bδ/2(x) and y, z ∈ Bδ/2(x′) then y, z ∈ Bδ(x), so
ρFK(y, z) < ε and EqFKε is open. We finish the proof by invoking Remark 3.3. 
Proof of Theorem 3.10. Assume that (X,T ) is a transitive TDS. It is enough to show
that if (X,T ) is not FK-sensitive, then EqFK is nonempty. In fact, we will show that
EqFK must be residual. It will then follow from Lemma 3.4 that every point x ∈ X
with dense orbit is also in EqFK. Since in a minimal TDS every point has dense
orbit we will get X = EqFK. Therefore we assume from now on that (X,T ) is not
FK-sensitive, so EqFKε is nonempty for every ε > 0. In a transitive system every
nonempty, open and backward invariant set must be dense, so we conclude that
EqFK1/n is open and dense in X for n = 1, 2, . . .. Invoking Remark 3.3 and the Baire
category theorem we see that EqFK is residual in X . 
The following lemma is simlar to [GR17b, Lemma 25], but it gives more infor-
mation.
Lemma A.1. Let (X,µ, T ) be an ergodic system and ε > 0. The function
x 7→ µ
(
BFKε (x)
)
is µ-almost everywhere constant and its value is either 0 or 1. Furthermore, it is
µ-almost everywhere equal to µ× µ {(x, y) ∈ X ×X : ρFK(x, y) ≤ ε}.
Proof. Recall that BFKε (x) = {y : ρFK(x, y) ≤ ε} and note that B
FK
ε (x) is an in-
variant set by Lemma 2.6(3). Therefore for each x ∈ X and ε > 0 it holds that
µ(BFKε (x)) is either 0 or 1.
By the same lemma the mapping x 7→ µ
(
BFKε (x)
)
is also T -invariant, so ergod-
icity implies that µ
(
BFKε (x)
)
is constant for µ-a.e. x ∈ X . Using Fubini’s Theorem
we obtain that
µ× µ {(x, y) ∈ X ×X : ρFK(x, y) ≤ ε} =
=
∫
X
∫
X
1{(x,y):ρFK(x,y)≤ε}dµ(y)dµ(x) =
∫
X
µ
(
BFKε (x)
)
dµ(x).
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Therefore µ
(
BFKε (x)
)
equals µ×µ {(x, y) ∈ X ×X : ρFK(x, y)(x, y) ≤ ε} for µ-a.e.
x ∈ X and the latter value is either 0 or 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.17. [(1)⇒(3)] Suppose (X,T ) is a µ-FK-sensitive TDS and ε is
its µ-FK-sensitivity constant. If (3) does not hold, then there exists x ∈ X such that
µ(BFKε/2 (x)) > 0. For y, z ∈ B
FK
ε/2 (x), we have that ρFK(y, z) ≤ ε. This contradicts
the assumption that (X,T ) is µ-FK sensitive.
[(3)⇒(2)] Let ε be as in Theorem 3.17(3). Using Lemma A.1 we obtain that
µ× µ ({(x, y) ∈ X ×X : ρFK(x, y) ≤ ε}) = 0,
which means that ε is a µ-FK-expansivity constant for (X,T ).
[(2)⇒(1)] Let ε0 = ε′0, where ε
′
0 is a µ-FK-expansivity constant for (X,T ). Fix
A ∈ Σ+ and note that A×A ∈ (Σ× Σ)+. By µ-FK-expansivity we can find (x, y) ∈
A× A such that ρFK(x, y) > ε0, which shows that ε0 is a µ-FK-sensitivity constant
for (X,T ).
[(3)⇔(4)] It follows immediately from Lemma A.1 and Proposition 3.14. 
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